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yeah... i said id post a story. i just havent gottne around to it. dont ask to be in it, the whole story has
already been written.
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1 - Char. Commentary

Yuki- you people reading this story out there have no idea how it all began.

Akura- ah hell yeah! A lot is different in this story than the original.

Kaze- sheesh! Even our names changed!

Akura- but that was for the better. we didn't want Chaoskid50 to hand out our real names all over the
internet like in the original now did we?

Yuki- yep. `sides. I like being called Yuki. It means Snow. I like the snow!

Kaze- we know. youre an ice elemental ya idiot. waddya think Kaze means?

Akura- err… wind?

Kaze- no REALLY?

Yuki- our guardians also changed. now instead of being all foxes, we have two wolves and one fox.

Kaze- yeah mine even had a sex change!

Akura- their original names were Flare, Oceanist, and Crystal. now, their names are Kasai, Mayhem,
and Koori.

Yuki- even two changed their elements. My fox's element was crystal. Now its ice.

Kaze- and mine was water. Now it is wind cuz wind RULES!

Yuki- Shadow rules.

Kaze- LINK.

Yuki- SHADOW!

Kaze- LINK!

Akura- … Spongebob!

Yuki- yo Chaoskid50. ya might want to end this commentary before things get kinda ugly for our younger
viewers.



Chaoskid50- done and donner!

Yuki- one last thing. READ THIS STORY OR ELSE. k thanx bai!



2 - Ch.1

It is said that there is a legend of a beautiful crystal fox, with the power to bring peace to the world, or
destroy it in minutes. Now the legend has been proven when the Crystal Fox was found and put into a
sacred cave on the other side of the Kazhai Mountains.

It all starts in a peaceful town called River Town. My friends and I, Akura, Kaze, and I, Yuki, are very
adventurous, and that can sometimes get us into trouble. We love to play in the dark and mysterious
Laughing Forest. Sometimes, we play with the Fairies, too. In a game we were once playing, I almost fell
over an enormous waterfall! But luckily, Kaze and Akura were there to catch me. Another time, we were
chased by a huge dragon when we tried to get a scale from its stomach.

The three of us each have a Guardian Spirit of our own and each possesses their own element. Akura's
Guardian is a wolf named Kasai with the element of fire. Kasai is a dark red wolf and has the ability to
blow fire way above melting point and make flaming stars rain down from the sky. Kaze's Guardian is
also a wolf named Mayhem. He is a huge black wolf with the power to cause strong gusts of wind and
do an attack that can cause a tornado of any size. My Guardian is a white fox named Koori. Koori
possesses the ability to make a storm of razor sharp ice shards pour down on her enemies.

But besides the good side, there is always an evil side. The bad guy here is a two foot tall, menacing
cloaked thing. Nobody knows much about him, just that he's evil. Not even the Great Fairies know much
about him. He loves to steal the ancient and powerful relics of the Maiki Region. And even worse, lately
he's been after the Crystal Fox. His name is Lunasen, the Dark Lord.



3 - Ch.2

Well, anyway, May 13th was a big day for me. It's my birthday! For a present, Kaze and Akura took me
to an unexplored area of the forest and I couldn't wait! All I had to do was pack some supplies `cause
you never know how far your adventures will take you!

“Yuki! Come on! It's time to go!” yelled Kaze.

“We're gonna leave without you!” said Akura.

“NO! Don't go yet! Just one second!” I stumbled down the ladder from my room and ran to the door to
greet my friends. Then we were on our way to the new place. All we had to do was move through all of
the trees.

“Are we there yet?” I questioned.

“No,” answered Akura calmly.

“Now are we there yet?”

“NO!”

A few seconds later… “Now are we there yet?”

“NO! SHUT UP!”

“Meep! Kaze, my feet hurt…”

“Grrr… Yuki. Stop complaining,” she answered.

After many, many painful hours of walking, we finally got there.



4 - Ch.3

“Wahoo! This place is so awesome!” I cried. “What are we gonna call it…?”

Suddenly, we saw a huge blue dragon fly over head.

“Hey guys!” Kaze exclaimed. “That dragon just gave me an idea! This place shall be known as… LAKE
PIE!”

“Uh…” interrupted Akura. “How about the Dragon Lake?”

“Hmmm… that works too!”

Immediately, I took out a blank flag and some pencils and wrote “DRAGON LAKE” on it in big, bold
letters.

“Hey Kaze! I'll Race ya to the tree in the middle of the lake!” I called out.

“Alright. On your mark, get set, GO!”

“OW! I tripped on a rock!” I cried.

“Gah… never mind then,” muttered Akura.

So afterwards, we gathered some wood to start a fire. We also roasted marshmallows and told scary
stories. One of Akura's stories was pretty funny:

“In the future, we will have and endless amount of TV channels… but nothing to watch!”

“Eeeek!!!” Kaze and I screeched.

Akura continued,”Only… EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION! OH NO!”

“AAAHHH!!! NO! ANYTHING BUT THAT!”

That night, Akura ended up laughing herself to sleep and Kaze and I ended up screaming ourselves to
sleep. But we all agreed that we had plenty of fun.
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